Rationale for the use of high dose rFVIIa in a high-titre inhibitor patient with haemophilia B during major orthopaedic procedures.
Inhibitor development is a serious complication in patients with haemophilia A and B. Historically, a lack of optimal therapies and factor products for treating inhibitor patients resulted in many patients developing chronic haemophilic arthropathies and flexion contractures of the involved joints. The introduction of immune-tolerance protocols to eradicate high-titre inhibitors has greatly diminished the incidence of these types of complications but as in the case reported here, immune tolerance is not always successful. Various elective surgical procedures were often delayed or not even considered in patients with inhibitor because of the variability in achieving adequate haemostasis and the thrombotic risks involved with the use of activated prothrombin-complex concentrates (APCCs) over extended periods of time. The development of recombinant factor VIIa (rFVIIa; NovoSeven) and its demonstrated safety and efficacy in treating inhibitor patients has opened new possibilities for addressing severe arthropathy with flexion contracture. This case report demonstrates that the use of rFVIIa in such a situation must include dosing flexibility that is both patient-specific and related to the potential for bleeding; the ability to maintain clinical haemostasis with a prophylactic dose of rFVIIa given as little as once daily; and the capacity for higher doses of rFVIIa, particularly in children because their kinetic profiles differ from adults.